Coast Guard outscores soccer

(Continued from page 8)

Marotta '75 put in a penalty kick at 32:45 after Coast Guard's goalie was called for charging while trying to make a save, an unusual infraction. One minute later, Paul Culley '77, a player who has seen very little action this year but got a chance to play because of the injured score, tallied his first varsity goal on a pass from Lampers Patai '77, as the Coast Guard defense broke down. The two quick goals livened up the Engineers, who finally began to play aggressive soccer. MIT got a bad break with six minutes left when a blatant trip to Erol Usual '75 in the penalty area was not called by the officials. At any rate, though, the MIT effort was too little too late, as the Engineers closed out the game and the season on the short end of a 6-3 score.

Reserve goalie Gray Safford '75 closed out his intercollegiate career with fifteen minutes of shutout goaltending. Safford was not scored upon in eighty minutes of play this year. Also concluding their varsity careers were Erol Usual, Charles Tang '75, and captain Ray Manotta, who despite very difficult circumstances, should be commended for his leadership this year. Manotta was the team's leading scorer, tallying five goals.

Viano Cup to Greeks

In trying to determine the cause of MIT's poor showing this year, a number of things are helpful. First of all, the injuries to Yoshida and Paul Fernandez '77 certainly hurt both the Engineer offensive and defensive units. Secondly, the team had lost four starters from the year before, and as a result had to rely on fairly inexperienced players to replace them. Most of the season was spent trying to rebuild the Engineer team, and after seven straight losses, the team began to play because of the lopsided score, tallied his first varsity goal to Greeks
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which left them in an awkward position from which to attack the Greek goal. However, several well-executed attacks were mounted by Aero/Senior House only to be stopped by the Hellenic keeper, John Fatsis '75, or by muskets in front of open nets.

Boufounos and Covlacas were well contained by Aero/Senior House in this game and the team had to rely on their wing backs to maneuver the ball close to the net where saves are needed also.

Colson, the Aero/Senior House goalie proved again his value to the team, diving and jumping in front of the net all game in an attempt to nullify his defense. This was to no avail, though, as the defense tended to bunch together, allowing the Greeks to maneuver the ball close to the net where saves are almost impossible.

Most commendable throughout the tournament was the officiating. Doug McLeod '77, Wayne Hamburger '76, and Ed Christiansen did a great job in all seven of the hotly contested trophy games.

In Coega action, an old football rivalry was revived on the soccer field as SAE downed Fiji, 2-1, to take the championship.
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